EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS TRAINING
About our courses, services and prices
The European Centre for Human Rights Training (ECHRT) is constantly
developing its online training services. We provide training for legal
professionals, students and organisations in the field of human rights and
training.
The courses provided are designed to be used online, on an individual
bases. Participants can study in their own pace and have multiple access to activities and
resources within the course. All courses provide our contact details. Participants can ask for
individual support if they wish.
Courses are particularly useful for legal professionals who want to update their knowledge on
recent developments on human rights or who need to have fast access to materials to solve
problems and answer questions arising from their cases. This is what we call ‘just in time’
learning.
Our courses are designed to be integrated into other forms of training. Our courses can for
example be used as preparation for face-to-face training, as exercise to better integrate theory,
or to repeat the ‘lessons learned’ during training afterwards.
ECHRT is based in the Netherlands and provides a special block in Dutch language within the
courses comprising an anlysis of the impact of case law or human rights principles on legal
practice.
The ECHRT has broad experience with human rights practice in various European countries.
Our services comprise the development of similar blocks for other countries (or other specific
needs) in cooperation with our client/ordering parties.

Rates and prices:
Standard price per user per course: € 75,00 ( 21% VAT included)
For 10- 50 users per course: € 70,00 ( 21% VAT included)
For > 50 users per course: € 65,00 ( 21% VAT included)
Training institutes and human rights organisations are invited to contact us to discuss special
conditions if you wish to integrate our courses or our other services into your training
programme.
Lawyers and human rights practitioners are invited to contact us for more information about
our services and fee for consultancy and advice in human rights legal practice.
For the Netherlands: ECHRT is part of Curious Minds Unlimited (CMU). CMU is recognised by CRKBO as free
lance trainer for professional training. Dutch training institutes registered by CRKBO are therefore not
required to pay VAT (BTW) within the limitations set by Dutch law.

The European Centre for Human Rights Training is part of Curious Minds Unlimited
Alexanderstraat 158, 6812 BK Arnhem, the Netherlands,
+31(0)624647773, herminemasmeyer@echrt.org, KvK 09207601

